SCDC Workshops on March 13, 2021
To access these workshops, login to the 2021 SCDC conference app (Guidebook), click on the Workshop tab,
select the workshop you would like to attend, and click the Zoom link or pre-recorded video!

11:00 AM – 11:30 AM WORKSHOPS
Dress for Success – Interviewing 101, hosted by Melissa Gocha with Mens Wearhouse
Every day, we help people prepare for job interviews and we interview applicants for open positions in our
stores. We have combined that knowledge with input from customers, who are Human Resource professionals,
to share with you these tips that will make you a top candidate any job. Today we will show you:
• Interview preparation tips and how to make a positive first impression
• What attire is interview appropriate and what to look for in the fit of a suit
• Important details that need your attention
• What Men’s Wearhouse can do for you, enjoy this coupon courtesy of Mens Wearhouse!
Office Politics: Creativity in the Workplace, hosted by members of Team 55: Oliva, Rashmi, and Brian

#WWMSD – What would Michael Scott do? In this entertaining “The Office: themed workshop, Olivia, Rashmi,
and Brian will show how creativity and bureaucracy can co-exist in the workplace. Learn how to maximize
productivity, develop a beneficial workplace culture, and strike the perfect balance between friend and boss
through this interactive presentation based on the ever-popular “The Office TV show.
Credit 101, hosted by Brian Gonzalez with Educators Credit Union
Join Brian Gonzalez, with Educators Credit Union, during this workshop to learn all about your credit score, the
different types of credit and interest, as well as strategies on how to obtain credit.

11:45 AM – 12:15 PM WORKSHOPS
Genuine Leadership: How to Inspire Yourself and Others, hosted by Team 55: Arushi, Sam, and Joey

When working on teams, it's critical to stay genuine not only to others, but to yourself as well. In this workshop
with Arushi, Sam, and Joey, learn more about being a genuine leader and inspiring your team. With a mix of
presentations and activities, you’ll leave the workshop knowing more about motivation, working towards a
shared vision, and making sure your actions fit your goals.
Fundraising Frenzy, hosted by Nate Jacobs, Central Region Vice President
Learn more about the fundraising avenues DECA has to offer and how to implement them into your school and
community!

PRE-RECORDED WORKSHOPS
Who Am I?, hosted by Catherine Horton, DECA, Inc. President
In this workshop, students will discover their leadership style through the DECA Styles assessment. During the
workshop, students will collaborate with others who have the same and different leadership styles in order to
learn more about their fellow emerging leaders and how different styles complement each other.

